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FIELD INTENSITY CHARACTERISTICS OF DOUBLE
MODULATION TYPE OF DIRECTIVE RADIO BEACON*

BY
HARADEN PRATT

(Mackay Radio and Telegraph Company, New York City)

Summary-Field strength characteristic relationships, applicable to the
double modulation type of directive radio beacon when modulation is applied, are
developed. Graphs showing the characteristic patterns which govern the indications
of the receiving apparatus as it moves around in space about the transmitter are given
for three typical sets of transmitter adjustments.

THE publication in the PROCEEDINGS' of details concerning the
double modulation type of directive radio beacon as developed
at the Bureau of Standards did not discuss the relationships

necessary to obtain field intensity characteristic patterns when modu-
lation is applied to each of the carrier frequency currents of the
system.

It is necessary to know what such relations are in order to predict
accurately what deflections the indicating device will exhibit at the
receiving station for different positions in space around the beacon
transmitter.

The writer has worked out these relations and they are presented
here to complete the analysis as first set forth in the previous paper.

Reference is made to (4) on page 908,' which states that the field
intensity observed at a fixed point P is,

E,=AK[E., cos (B-S)-E,, sin (0-5)] (1)

where E,, and E,, are the voltages supplied by the amplifiers to the
two input coils of the antenna system goniometer, respectively.

When modulation is introduced, these two voltages can, for the
general case, be written:

E,,=(E0-1-diE0 sin wit) sin cot (2)

E.,=r(E01-d2E0 sin wet) sin (cot -1-13) (3)

Where E0 is the maximum value of the carrier voltage supplied by the
first amplifier.

r is the ratio of the maximum value of the carrier supplied by the
second amplifier to that supplied by the first amplifier.

* Dewey decimal classification: R 526.1. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, January 21, 1929.

1 J. H. Dellinger and Haraden Pratt, Proc. I. R. E., 16, 890; July, 1928.
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874 Pratt: Field Intensity Characteristics

di is the ratio of the maximum value of the voltage of modulation
frequency co1/21- to E..

d2 is the ratio of the maximum value of the voltage of modulation
frequency co2/27r to rE0.

# is the phase angle between the two carrier voltages.
These values when placed in (1) result in

E, = AKE 01 sin cot [cos (0 -43)- r sin (0 - 6) cos 01

-r cos cot sin 13 sin (0 -

+-2Leos (co -coi)t - cos (co -1-wi)t1 cos (0-S)

rd2- [cos (cot + # -cost) - cos (cot-1-13d-oht) sin (0 - 5)

(4)

which is the general expression for the field intensity at the receiving
point.

Fig. 1-Field Intensity Patterns showing Carrier and Both Sets of Sidebandsof Double Modulation Beacon for the Case Where the Two Carrier 'Vol-tages Supplied to the Antenna-, Systems Are Equal and in' Phase.

Several special cases of this general relationship are of interest,
particularly those representing possible operating conditions. One
usual operating condition is offered by the case where the two carrier
voltages have the same amplitude and are in phase. Then r =1, 13= 0,and
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E,= A KE0{ sin wt sin ( -5-4)
d1

-I-- [cos (co -cui)t - cos (o.)-1-coOt] cos (0-0
2

d2--
2

[cos ((.0 - (02)t - cos (0)-1-0,2)t] sin (0-6}

Fig. 1 shows the field intensity patterns for this case, the radius
vector being proportional to the field intensity for any angle in space

referred to the radio -beacon transmitter. The solid line graph repre-
sents that of the carrier which is indicated by the first term of the
equation, and the dot -dash and dotted graphs those of the sidebands
resulting from the two modulating frequencies respectively, indicated
by the two other terms of the equation.

(5)

Fig. 2-Field Intensity Patterns Showing Reed Indicator Deflections for the
Conditions Shown in Fig. I.

Since the reed course indicators developed for use with this type
of radio -beacon signal operate as a result of the low -frequency voltages
produced by the beating in the radio receiver of the sideband fre-
quencies upon that of the carrier, they will respond to space pattern
characteristics as shown in Fig. 2, which is easily derived from Fig. 1.

The solid graph corresponds to the voltage available for the operation
of one reed, and the dotted graph that for the other reed. No cor-
rections have been allowed to care for any non -linearity which the
radio receiver circuits may introduce, for example by a non-linear

detector. The courses are shown at C and D. Practically no de-

flections occur in the directions at right angles to these courses. The
sharpness of the course indiCations can be estimated from the patterns.
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This operating condition appears to be the most favorable so far
investigated. The simplification resulting from only two courses being
produced is of great advantage.

The case where the two carrier frequency voltages are unequal and
in phase is of interest. Then r <1, 13= 0, and

E,=AKE0{ [sin cot [cos (0-5) -r sin (0-01

-F--
di

[cos (co -co 1)t- cos (co-l-col)t] cos (0-S)
2

rd2- [cos (co -6.12)t - cos (w-l-w2)t] sin (0-8) .

C

N

(5)

Fig. 3-Fie d Intensity Patterns Showing Reed Indicator Deflections for the
Case Where the Two Carrier Voltages Supplied to the Antenna Systems
Are Unequal but in Phase.

Fig. 3 shows the patterns for reed deflections for a typical set of
conditions coming under this case. It will be noted that this results
in an unsatisfactory operating condition, the courses not being well
defined from the standpoint of reed deflections.

By suitable coupling means from the master oscillator to the two
output circuits, one of the carrier voltages can be advanced in phase
beyond that of the other. The case where the two carrier voltages are
equal in amplitude but in phase quadrature results in a different
field intensity pattern, the resultant radio carrier voltage vector rotat-
ing in space so that at all points equidistant from the transmitter,
the field intensity changes periodically in time at radio frequency,
but at the same amplitude. Here r =1, /3 =7/2, and,
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E, = AKE0{ [sin cot cos (0 -6)- cos cot sin (0- 6)1

di
-I-- [cos (co -0.101- cos (co i-oh)ti cos (0-6)

2

--
2

[sin 04+612)i-sin (w-w2)t] sin (0 -6)} . (7)

/ ..---;-

Fig. 4-Field Intensity Patterns Showing Carrier and Both Sets of Sidebands
of Double Modulation Beacon for the Case where the Two Carrier Voltages
Supplied to the Antenna Systems Are Equal but in Quadrature Phase.

The space pattern for this case is shown in Fig. 4, and the variation
of the audio -frequency intensities producing the reed deflections de-
rived from it is shown in Fig. 5. Four courses result. It is interesting

-- 

Fig. F-Field Intensity Patterns Showing Reed Indicator Deflections for the
Conditions Shown in Fig. 4.
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to note that since the carrier is of equal strength at all points, this
arrangement might also permit the use of the beacon for some other
purpose, for example with direction finders installed on aircraft, using
the heterodyne method of reception.

The relations given for the last case are, of course, subject to the
variations discussed in (17) and (18) of the original paper for which
allowance must be made.

Relations between the two carrier currents other than those dis-
cussed can be readily studied through examination of the resulting
field intensity patterns.

+.--.111111)- 4.




